
Part No BUBL Pod Description

BPSINGBOT70CL Single Bottle BUBL Pod 70cl / I litre

BPTWINBOT70CL Double Bottle BUBL Pod 70cl / I litre

BPTREBBOT70CL Treble Bottle BUBL Pod 70cl / I litre

BPTREBBOT50CL Treble Bottle BUBL Pod 25cl / 33cl /50cl

BPBOT70CLHAN Single Bottle BUBL Pod 70cl / I litre with carry handle

BPJAR250ML 3.5” HDD BUBL Pod (also 250ml jar / bottles)

BPJAR500ML Bottle / Jar BUBL Pod 500ml

BPMOB 2.5” HDD / Mobile phone / Digital Camera BUBL Pod

BPTAB iPad / Tablet BUBL Pod

BPLAP10 10” Laptop / Notebook BUBL Pod

BPLAP15 15” Laptop / Notebook BUBL Pod

BPLAP18 18” Laptop / Notebook BUBL Pod

BPPCSMALL Small desktop PC end cap BUBL Pod

BPPCLARGE Large desktop PC end cap BUBL Pod

BPTV50 50” TV end Cap BUBL Pod (46”- 55”)

BPTV65 65” TV end Cap BUBL Pod (55”- 65”)

BPTVCORNER TV / Picture frame Corner protection BUBL Pod

www.BUBLpackaging.co.uk

ULTIMATE PROTECTIVE PACKAGING FOR YOUR 
FRAGILE, VALUABLE AND IMPORTANT GOODS. 
 
BUBL PODS
BUBL Pods provide superior protection during transit because individual 
inflation chambers mould themselves around your products; they are 
quick and simple to use - just inflate and pop your product inside - hugely 
increasing productivity.

Warehouse costs are reduced as uninflated packaging takes up very little 
space; shipping costs are reduced as BUBL Pods are very light; product 
damage is virtually eliminated.

BUBL Pods improve packaging and production processes, reduce mess and 
minimise wastage.

BUBL TEC CUSTOM PACKAGING SOLUTIONS  
Underpinning all our products is our core technology, BUBL Tec, with which 
we can quickly create and brand custom BUBL Pods for specific products.

BUBL POD ITEM RANGE

VALUABLE
FRAGILE
IMPORTANT

Less storage Brand protectionEco-friendly Super-protection Lower cost Quick to packSimple to use Happy customers



The BUBL Pod products we are 
using are great, far superior to 
other products we have used in the 
past. They are very easy to fill due to 
the one way valve and on previous 
products cells would burst when 
filling which is not a problem with the 
BUBL Pods. We will continue to use 
this product and BUBL Packaging 
provide an excellent service and 
rectify any problems immediately.
Tony Conroy, Operations Manager, RecycleIT

I would happily recommend BUBL 
Packaging to anyone. Everyone I 
speak to at the company is extremely 
helpful. The delivery is always on 
time which really helps us get on 
with our daily tasks. We are an 
online distributor of roof windows 
and we use BUBL Pods to wrap 
our windows; previously our transit 
damage rates were very high but  
now it is extremely rare that a 
window is damaged and that’s  
down to the packaging. Thank  
you for such a great service and  
an equally great product.
James Fraser, Sales Manager, Yard Direct

BUBL PACKAGING 
Transit damage affects 1 in 14 of all on – line purchases.

Our packaging provides highly effective protection for your products and 
we have solutions for everything from mobile phones and TVs to rare 
wines and antiques – with everything in between.

Our products are simple and quick to use, dramatically reducing packing 
time compared to traditional packaging (typically by more than three 
quarters) – and dramatically reducing cost.

BUBL Packaging is environmentally friendly; all materials used are 
recyclable and most of our products are reusable.

Put simply, with BUBL Packaging transit damage is effectively eliminated 
and you save time and money – without harming the environment. 

 

ABOUT US 
 
BUBL Packaging was formed, as BUBL Bag, in 2015 to provide better 
protection for goods in transit; since then the company has grown 
significantly and several new product lines have been introduced,  
creating packaging solutions for virtually every product type.  
 
Our vision is to lead the way in packaging that provides highly  
effective protection for valuable and fragile goods, and that is  
recyclable, reusable and sustainable.  

 

SOLUTIONS FOR EVERYTHING: 
OUR OTHER PRODUCT LINES 
 
BUBL Bags  BUBL Void 
BUBL Cases  BUBL Wrapping 
BUBL Tubes  Ancillary Products 

CONTACT DETAILS
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